Introduction
For a number of practical applications, such as plasma diagnostics or high-resolution spectroscopy, and in prospect for development of the coherently radiating gyrotron complex for large CTS setups, it is important to have a source of radiation with a highly stable frequency. Locking of gyrotron oscillation frequency by an external monochromatic wave seems to be a promising way for obtaining such source. Although in the recent decades influence of the external monochromatic signal on the gyrotron operation was studied in a number of publications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , specific designs of megawatt power level gyrotrons have not been discussed. Study of frequency stabilization by a wave coming into the cavity from the external tract became of particular interest since the development of the quasi-optical converter which allows to transform a large part of wave coming from the output section into the gyrotron operating mode at the Institute of Applied Physics RAS (IAP RAS) [7] . The aim of this paper is to determine the optimal parameters of the gyrotron and of the external signal for efficient single-mode generation in the multimode gyrotron at a stable frequency. Accordingly, we consider a number of problems of multimode gyrotron frequency locking by an external signal.
Influence of the mode competition on the locking regime in the multimode gyrotron
We study frequency locking of a multimode gyrotron by an external monochromatic signal with a frequency close to the eigenfrequency of the operating mode. We use the approximation of fixed longitudinal structure of the field, which is valid at sufficiently high Q-factor of gyrotron cavity. This approximation allows us to study competition of several modes, including non-equidistant modes with frequency detuning comparable to the cyclotron absorption linewidth. Locking was simulated based on the example of a megawatt gyrotron prototype for ITER developed at the IAP RAS operating at TE28.12 mode at a frequency of 170 GHz with a quality factor of 1370; accelerating voltage at the end of switching stage was about 90-100 keV with a current of 50-60 А. Scenario of electron beam parameters switching was taken similar to the real one, which is used to achieve high efficiency.
Locking zones, i.e., regions where the operating mode is excited at the frequency of the external signal, were determined on the planes of various parameters: current and detuning
sionless detuning between gyro-frequency and eigen frequency of the operating mode and current), as well as detuning ' and frequency of the external signal ( Fig. 1,  2) . We show that the width of the locking zones and maximum achievable current in the multimode gyrotron demonstrate non-monotonous dependence on the the external signal power, which can be explained by nonlinear mode competition (Fig. 1b) . When the operating mode frequency of a multimode gyrotron is locked, much higher efficiency can be achieved and the frequency tuning band increases by several times in comparison to a free gyrotron ( Fig. 1, 2) . Fig. 1a ) and locking zones (curve 2, Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b ) in 7-mode gyrotron (parasitic modes TE 26.12 , TE 27.12 , TE 29.12 , TE 30.12 , TE -25.13 , TE -26.13 ). 1a) external signal power is 5% of radiation power, maximum efficiency is achieved for free gyrotron at point A (63%) and for locked gyrotron at B (82%). Locking zones in Fig.1b correspond to different values of external signal power: 1) 0.01% of radiation power, 2) 0.5%, 3) 5% 
Frequency locking in the multimode gyrotron by a signal with varying frequency
We study the frequency locking of the multimode gyrotron by an external signal with a variable frequency close to the operating mode frequency. The radiation frequency follows the frequency of the external signal when the difference between the external signal frequency and free oscillations frequency does not exceed the locking bandwidth and the locking time is smaller than the characteristic time of external signal frequency variations. When the first condition is violated, beats between free oscillations and external signal occur leading to decay into neighboring modes ( fig. 3) . If the locking time is a) b)
longer than the characteristic time of external signal frequency variations, the radiation frequency does not track the variations of external signal frequency and oscillates in an essentially smaller interval. 
Experimental results
Locking of the gyrotron frequency by the signal of a magnetron was studied experimentally. In these experiments, the gyrotron represented an output section of a gyroklystron operating as an autooscillator at the frequency 35 GHz. The magnetron signal came into the gyrotron cavity through synthesized mode converter [7] (Fig. 4) . Such a scheme permits to lock the frequency of megawatt power gyrotron unlike to the schemes used in previous experiments for low-power gyrotron with direct input of an external signal [3, 4] . Dependence of the locking bandwidth on the power of the magnetron signal was determined (Fig. 5) . Experimental data are in a good agreement with the results of numerical simulations. 
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